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1. INTRODUCTION
Carlsson [4] introduced a simplicial group construction which gives a generalization of
Milnor’s F (K) construction [10]. Roughly speaking, if we construct a simplicial group
which is a free product of a simplicial group G over a pointed simplicial set X, we get
a simplicial group construction for )(BG?X), where BG is the classifying space of G. In
this article, we give a categorical view of this construction.
Let C be a category. A fibrewise simplicial object over C, roughly speaking, is a diagram
over C with indices in a simplicial set. This is an abstract view of fibrewise topology [8] or
sheaf theory. If the categoryC has coproducts, then the abstract F-construction is defined to
be a certain coadjoint functor from the category of fibrewise simplicial objects over C to the
category of simplicial objects overC. Suppose that there is a functor „ fromC to the category
of pointed simplicial sets such that „ preserves coproducts up to homotopy. Then there is an
induced functor „[ from the category of fibrewise simplicial objects overC to the category of
pointed bisimplicial sets. Theorem 4.7 shows that „[ is homotopy equivalent to „[ ° F. Let
C be a category of monoids. Notice that the bar-construction B preserves coproduct up to
homotopy [6]. A corollary of this abstract theorem is the Carlsson theorem.
An application of Carlsson’s construction to homotopy theory is to give a representa-
tion of the homotopy groups of simply connected suspension spaces to certain combina-
torial groups as centers [15]. Applications of Carlsson’s construction to minimal simplicial
groups are given in [16]. In this paper, we pay more attention to the geometry of the
Carlsson construction. The word length filtration is considered. The resulting cofibres are
certain smash products with certain reduced diagonal elements pinched out (Proposition
5.2). Our construction in the monoid case is a generalization of the James construction [8].
We construct a natural map H
n
:)(‰?X )P)n (‰n?(X (n)/*1
n
)), which is similar to the
James—Hopf map, for any path connected CW-complex‰ and any pointed CW-complex X,
where X (n) is the nth fold self-smash product of X and *1
n
"M(x
1
?2?X
n
)3
X(n) Dx
i
"x
i`1
for some iN (Theorem 6.11). A direct application of these natural maps is to
give a decomposition of H
*
)(FP=?X) for F"R, C or H. Let FP=
2
"FP=/FP1.
THEOREM 1.1. ‚et F"R, C or H and let X be a pointed space. Suppose that H
*
is
a multiplicative homology theory such that (1) both HM
*
(FP=) and HM
*
(FP=
2
) are free H
*
(pt)-
modules; and (2) the inclusion of the bottom cell SdPFP= induces a monomorphism in the
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homology. „hen there is a product filtration MF
r
H
*
)(FP=?X) D r*0N of H
*
)(FP=?X )
such that F
0
"H
*
(pt) and
F
r
/F
r~1
:& (d~1)rHM
*
(X(r)/*M
r
)
where d"dimR F and & is the suspension. Furthermore, this filtration is natural with respect
to X.
In particular, if F"R, this theorem holds for mod 2 homology and if F"C or H, this
theorem holds even for integral homology.
The article is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic properties of the
free products of monoids and in Section 3 some basic properties of the bar constructions.
The fibrewise simplicial monoids are introduced in Section 4. The word length filtration is
studied in Section 5. Theorem 1.1 is given in Section 5 without proof, as Theorem 5.8. Some
natural maps are combinatorially constructed in Section 6. The proof of Theorem 1.1
(Theorem 5.8) is given in Section 7. In Section 8, we give a description of the group ring
F
p
(FZ/pn (X)).
2. FREE PRODUCTS OF MONOIDS
In this section, we recall some basic properties of the free products of monoids. Most
theorems in this section are well known. We only give the theorems which will be used
in next sections. A monoid in this paper is assumed to be associative with an identity
element 1.
Notations 2.1. Let MM
x
Dx3XN be a given set of the monoids M
x
, where X is an (index)
set (pointed set). We write xa for the element a in M
x
with index x. A word w is an ordered
system of elements
w"(xa1
1
xa2
2
xan
n
)
where xai
i
3M
xi
. A reduced word w is an ordered system of elements
w"(xa1
1
xa2
2
xan
n
)
such that a
i
is not the unit element 1 in the monoid M
xi
for 1)i)n and x
i
Ox
i`1
for
1)i)n!1 (x
i
O* for 1)i)n if X is a pointed set with a point * ). In addition, we
regard the case n"0 as corresponding to the empty (reduced) word. The set of all of the
words is denoted by MI . Let M"MI + denote by the quotient set of MI modulo the
equivalent relation generated by (1) (xa1
1
xa2
2
xan
n
)+(xa1
1
2xai~1
i~1
xai`1
i`1
2xan
n
) if a
i
"1 for
some 1)i)n (or x
i
"* for some 1)i)n if x is a pointed set with a point * ); and
(2) (xa1
1
2xa2
2
2xan
n
)+(xa1
1
2xai~1
i~1
xaiai`1
i
xai`2
i`2
2xan
n
) if x
i
"x
i`1
for some i. Furthermore,
let M* denote the set of all of the reduced words.
Recall that the free product of monoids is defined to be the coproduct of the monoids in
the category of monoids and homomorphisms. We will show that there exist natural
multiplications in the sets M and M* such that both M and M* are free products of the
monoids M
x
. In the case of groups, the proof can be found in standard text books on group
theory.
PROPOSITION 2.2. „he binary operation in M induced by juxtaposition make M into
a monoid. Furthermore, M is a free product of the monoids M
x
with the natural inclusion
M
x
PM.
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Proof. The juxtaposition given by
(xa1
1
2xan
n
) (yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)"(xa1
1
2xan
n
yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)
preserves the equivalent relation. Thus the binary operation is well defined in the quotient
set M"MI /+. It is easy to check that this operation is associative with unit element 0. The
natural inclusion M
x
PM is given by
aPM(xa)N
which is a monoid homomorphism. Furthermore, it is straightforward to check that M is
the coproduct of the monoids M
x
.
Now we define a product in M* as follows: Let w"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) and w@"(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) be
two reduced words. There exists a unique integer 0)i)minMn, mN such that (1)
x
n~j`1
"y
j
and a
n~j`1
.b
j
"1 for z)j)i and (2) x
n~i
Oy
i`1
, or x
n~i
"y
i`1
but
a
n~i
b
i`1
O1. If x
n~i
Oy
i`1
, we put
w )w@"(xa1
1
2xan~i
n~i
ybi`1
i`1
2 ybm
m
).
But if x
n~i
"y
i`1
and a
n~i
b
i`1
O1, then
w )w@"(xa1
1
2xan~i~1
n~i~1
xan~i bi`1
n~i
ybi`2
i`2
2 ybm
m
).
This product gives a binary operation in M*. The empty word is the unit element. The
proof of associativity is technically complicated. We start with the following lemma which
follows directly from the definition.
LEMMA 2.3. ‚et w"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) and w@"(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) be reduced words. „hen
w )w@"(xa1
1
) ((xa2
2
xan
n
) )w@ ).
LEMMA 2.4. ‚et w"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) and w@"(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) be reduced words. „hen
(w )w@) ) (xa)"w ) (w@ ) xa)
for any reduced word (xa) of length 1.
Proof. If n"1, the assertion follows from the definition by checking the several cases.
For n’1, the assertion follows by induction on n as follows:
(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) [(yb1
1
2ybm
m
) ) (xa)]
"(xa1
1
) ) [(xa2
2
xan
n
) ) [(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) ) (xa)]] (by Lemma 2.3)
"(xa1
1
) ) [[(xa2
2
xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)] ) (xa)] (by induction)
"[(xa1
1
) ) [(xa2
2
xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)]] ) (xa) (by the case n"1)
"[(xa1
1
xa2
2
2xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)] ) (xa) (by Lemma 2.3).
PROPOSITION 2.5. „he product in M* is associative, i.e.
(w )w@) )wA"w ) (w@ )wA)
for any reduced words w, w@ and wA.
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Proof. Let w"(xa1
1
2 xan
n
), let w@"(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) and let wA"(zc1
1
2 z cp
p
). The formula
holds for the cases p"0, 1. Now we show that the formula holds for any wA by induction on
p. This follows from the following equations:
[(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2ybm
m
)] ) (z c1
1
2 zcp
p
)
"[(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2 ybm
m
)] ) [(zc1
1
2 zcp~1
p~1
) ) (zcp
p
)]
"[[(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) (yb1
1
2ybm
m
)] ) (zc1
1
2 zcp~1
p~1
)] ) (zcp
p
) (by the case p"1)
"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) [(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) ) (zc1
1
2 zcp~1
p~1
)]] ) (zcp
p
) (by induction)
"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) [[(yb1
1
2ybm
m
) ) (zc1
1
2 z cp~1
p~1
)] ) (zcp
p
)] (by the case p"1)
"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) [(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) ) [(zc1
1
2 z cp~1
p~1
) ) (zcp
p
)]] (by the case p"1)
"(xa1
1
2xan
n
) ) [(yb1
1
2 ybm
m
) ) (zc1
1
2 zcp~1
p~1
)].
THEOREM 2.6. „he monoid M* is a free product of the monoids M
x
.
Proof. We have shown that M* is a monoid. The inclusion M
x
PM* is given by aP(xa).
Now it is straightforward to check that M* satisfies the universal property of the coproduct.
3. CLASSIFYING SPACES OF SIMPLICIAL MONOIDS
There are many constructions for the classifying spaces of a simplicial monoid. We recall
two natural constructions which are used in this paper.
Let M be a simplicial monoid. Define a simplicial set E (M) as follows:
E (M)
n
"M
n
]M
n~1
]2]M
0
with face and degeneracy functions
d
j
(x
n
,2 ,x0)"(djxn , dj~1xn~1 ,2 , d0xn~j )xn~j~1, xn~j~2 ,2 , x0)
and s
j
(x
n
,2 ,x0)"(sjxn , sj~1xn~1 ,2 , s0xn~j ,2 ,x0) for 0)j)n and xj3Mj .
The simplicial set E (M) is a contractible simplicial set with a (right) M-action given by
(x
n
,2 , x0) ) yn"(xnyn , xn~1 ,2 , x0)
for (x
n
,2 , x0)3E(M)n and yn3Mn . An easy proof to show that E (M) is a contractible
simplicial set is to construct a simplicial map
F : C(E (M))PE(M)
which is an extension of the identity map 1
E
(M), given by
f (0; (x
n
,2 ,x0))"(xn ,2 ,x0)
and
f (1; (x
n~1
,2 , x0))"(1, xn~1 ,2 ,x0)
for the nondegenerate elements in C (E(M))
n
, where, for any simplicial set X, the cone C(X)
is defined by
C (X)
n
"M(q; x
n~q
) Dq*0, x
n~q
3X
n~q
N
d
j
(q; x
n~q
)"G
(q; d
j~q
x
n~q
)
(q!1; x
n~q
)
for j*q
for j(q
s
j
(q; x
n~q
)"G
(q; s
j~q
x
n~q
)
(q#1; x
n~q
)
for j*q
for j(q
(see [5]; also [13]).
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Now the standard bar-construction B (M) of M is defined by
B(M)"E (M)/M"M
n~1
]2]M
0
,
the quotient simplicial set of E (M) modulo the M-action. Another bar-construction B*(M)
is constructed as follows.
Let M be a simplicial monoid. Define a bisimplicial set E (M)
**
by
E (M)
n,m
"E (M
n
)
m
with face and degeneracy functions induced by M and E (M
n
) in the canonical way. The
simplicial set E*(M) is defined to the diagonal simplicial set of the bisimplicial set E(M)
**
.
Notice that E (M)
n,*
is contractible for each n*0. By a result of Bousfield and Kan (see [3,
Lemma 4.2, p. 335]; also [2]), the diagonal simplicial set E*(M) is also contractible. The
(right) M-action on E*(M) is given by
(x
n
,2 ,x0) ) yn"(xnyn , xn~1 ,2 , x0)
for (x
n
,2 , x0)3E* (M)n"Mn]2]Mn and yn3Mn . Now the bar-construction B*(M) is
defined by
B*(M)"E*(M)/M
the quotient simplicial set of E*(M) modulo the M-action.
The natural transformation s :B*PB is defined by
s(M) :B* (M)PB(M)
s (x D
n~1
,2 , x0)"(d0xn~1 , d20xn~2 ,2 , dn0x0)
for (x
n~1
,2 ,x0)3B*(M)n"Mn]2]Mn .
PROPOSITION 3.1. „he simplicial map s :B* (M)PB(M) is a homotopy equivalence for
each simplicial monoid M.
This theorem can be derived from a general theorem given in [14, 12] or [6]. We give an
elementary proof as follows.
Proof. Notice that both Z(E* (M)) and Z (E*(M)) produce free resolutions over Z (M).
This shows that the map
s : B*(M)PB (M)
is a homology equivalence. It is easy to check that the canonical homomorphisms
i
1
:n
0
(M)Pn
1
(B*(M)) and i
2
: n
0
(M)Pn
1
(B (M)) satisfy the universal condition of the
group completion. Furthermore, there is a commutative diagram
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Thus s
*
:n
1
(B*(M))Pn
1
(B(M)) is an isomorphism and so s is a weak homotopy
equivalence. This shows that s is a homotopy equivalence which is the assertion.
Recall that, for any pointed simplicial set X, the (reduced) suspension &X is defined by
&X"C(X)/(XXC( * )), ([5]; also [13]), where * is the base-point of X. The nondegenerate
elements in &(X)
n
are (1; x
n~1
) for nondegenerate elements x
n~1
3X
n~1
. Let M be a sim-
plicial monoid. The suspension map p : &MPBM is defined by
p (1; x
n~1
)"(x
n~1
, 1,2 , 1)3B (M)n"Mn~1]Mn~2]2]M0
for the nondegenerate elements (1, x
n~1
) in &X
n
.
PROPOSITION 3.2. (1) „he map p
*
: H
*
(M)PH
*`1
(BM) is the homology suspension in the
bar spectral sequence for H
*
(BM).
(2) If M is a simplicial group, the map Dp D : D&M DPDBM D is the adjoint map of
DM D KP)DBM D up to homotopy.
Proof. (1) Obvious. Now suppose that M is a simplicial group. The twisting function
t :BMPM, (x
n~1
, x
n~2
,2 ,x0)Pxn~1 induces a simplicial homomorphism
tJ :G (BM)PM, where G(X) is Kan’s G-construction [9] for a reduced simplicial set X,
which is a homotopy equivalence. Notice that G(&M):F (M), where F (X) is Milnor’s
F(K)-construction [10], and the composite
MPG(&M) Gp&" G (BM) tJ&" M
is the identity map 1
M
. The assertion follows.
4. FIBREWISE SIMPLICIAL OBJECTS
In this section, we introduce fibrewise simplicial monoids to give a categorical under-
standing of Milnor’s F(K)-construction and Carlsson’s construction. We start with an
abstract construction.
Definition 4.1. Let C be a category. A fibrewise simplicial objectA over C is a diagram
in C over a non-empty simplicial set S.
More precisely, A"MA
x
Dx3S
n
N
n*0
together with morphisms in C
d
j
:A
x
PA
djx
and s
j
:A
x
PA
sjx
for 0)j)n and x3S
n
such that the following simplicial identities hold:
d
i
d
j
"d
j~1
d
i
for i(j
d
i
s
j
"G
s
j~1
d
i
for i(j
identity for i"j, j#1
s
j
d
i~1
for i’j#1
s
i
s
j
"s
j`1
s
i
for i)j.
Example 4.2. Let C be a pointed category and let S be a simplicial set. Let A
x
"* , the
point in C, for each x3S. Then O(S)"MA
x
Dx3S
n
N
n*0
together with cononical face and
degeneracy morphisms is a fibrewise simplicial object over C.
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Example 4.3. Let C be a category and let X be a simplicial object over C. Let
(X
n
)
pt
"X
n
. Then X"M(X
n
)
pt
N
n*0
is a fibrewise simplicial object C, where S"MptN. Thus
the category of simplicial objects over C embeds into the category of fibrewise simplicial
objects over C in this canonical way.
The category of fibrewise simplicial objects over C has enough structure for limits and
colimits provided C has. It is straightforward to show that the category of fibrewise
simplicial objects over C is complete (cocomplete, bicomplete) if C is complete (cocomplete,
bicomplete).
Definition 4.4. Let „ be a functor from the category C to the category of pointed
simplicial sets. Let A be a fibrewise simplicial object over C. The bisimplicial set „[ (A)
**
is defined by
„[ (A)
n,m
"¨
x|Sn
„ (A
x
)
m
where@ is the wedge of pointed sets. The face and degeneracy functions are induced by the
ones in A in the canonical way.
The F-construction on the category of fibrewise simplicial objects over C is defined as
follows.
Definition 4.5. Let C be a category with coproducts and let A be a fibrewise simplicial
object over C. The fibrewise simplicial object over C, F (A), is defined by
F (A)
n
"²
x|Sn
A
x
where ² is the coproduct in the category C. The face and degeneracy functions are induced
by the ones in A in the canonical way.
An important property of the construction F (A) is that the Seifert—van Kampen
theorem holds.
PROPOSITION 4.6. Suppose that C is a cocomplete category. „hen the construction F(A)
preserves colimits.
Proof. Let f.s.C denote by the category of the fibrewise simplicial objects over C. The
objects in f.s.C are fibrewise simplicial objects over C. The morphisms in f.s.C are the
morphisms of the diagrams over C. Let E : s.CPf.s.C denote by the embedding functor
given in Example 4.3, where s.C is the category of simplicial objects over C. Let
A"MA
x
Dx3S
n
N
n*0
be an object in f.s.C. The morphisms A
x
PF (A)
n
"²
x|Sn
A
x
gives
a natural transformation f :APEF(A). Now let MAaN be a diagram over f.s.C and let C be
an object over s.C with a morphism MF(Aa)NPC of diagrams over s.C. The composite
MAaNPMEF(Aa)NPEC
is a morphism of diagrams over f.s.C. Thus there is a unique extension morphism
colimAaPEC and so there is an extension morphism F (colim Aa)PFEC"C which is
unique because F (colimAa)n is the coproduct of the objects of dimension n in the
diagram colimAa . The assertion follows.
The geometry of F (A) is given as follows:
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THEOREM 4.7. ‚et C be a pointed category with coproducts and let „ :CPs.sets be
a functor, where s.sets is the category of simplicial sets. Suppose that „ preserves coproducts
up to homotopy. „hen
„[ (A)
**
K„[ (F (A))
**
as bisimplicial sets for any fibrewise simplicial object A over C.
Proof. The morphismAPEF(A), where E is the embedding functor, gives a simplicial
map g :„[ (A)
**
P„[ (EF(A))
**
"„[ (F (A))
**
. Notice that „[ (A)
n,*
"¨
x|Sn
„(A
x
)
*
and
„[ (F (A))
n,*
"„ (²
x|Sn
A
x
)
*
. The maps g :„[ (A)
n,*
P„[ (F(A))
n,*
are homotopy equiva-
lences for each n. By the Bousfield—Kan theorem [3, Lemma 4.2, p. 335], the map
g :„[ (A)
**
P„[ (F(A))
**
is a homotopy equivalence which is the assertion.
Now we come back to study fibrewise simplicial monoids, i.e. the fibrewise simplicial
objects over the category of monoids.
Definition 4.8. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let S be a pointed simplicial set with
a base point x
0
. The simplicial monoid FM (S) is defined by
FM(S)
n
" *²
x|Sn
(M
n
)
x
/+
where (M
n
)
x
is a copy of M
n
, where ²* is the free product of monoids and where the
product equivalent relation+is generated by
g
x0
+1
for the elements g in M
n
with base point index x
0
. The face and degeneracy functions are
induced by the homomorphism
d
j
: (M
n
)
x
:M
n
PM
n~1
:(M
n~1
)
djx
and
s
j
: (M
n
)
x
:M
n
PM
n`1
:(M
n`1
)
sjx
for 0)j)n.
THEOREM 4.9. „here is a homotopy equivalence
BM?SPBFM(S)
for any pointed simplicial set S and any simplicial monoid M.
Proof. The second coordinate projection p : (M]S)/(M]x
0
)PS, where x
0
is the base
point, induces a fibrewise simplicial monoid A with A"M(M
n
)
x
, (1)
x0
Dx3S
n
!Mx
0
NN
n*0
.
By the definition of the FM construction, FM(S):F (A). Notice that the bar-construction
B preserves coproducts up to homotopy [6]. By Theorem 4.7, there is a homotopy
equivalence B[ (A)
**
KPB[ F(A)
**
. Notice that
B[ (A)
n,*
"A ¨
x|Sn
B((M
n
)
x
)
*BNB ((Mn)x0)*:B (Mn)*?Sn
for each n*0. Thus there is an isomorphism
B[ (A)
**
:B[ (M)
**
?SI
**
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where SI
**
is a bisimplicial set defined by SI
nm
"S
n
. By taking the diagonal simplicial set, we
have a homotopy equivalence
B*(M)?SPB*(FM(S)).
The assertion follows by Proposition 3.1.
Remark 4.10. (1) If M is the monoid of non-negative integers, then FM (S) is exactly
James’ construction J(S) [7] or Milnor’s construction F`(S) [10].
(2) If M is the abelian group Z, then FM(S) produces a (reduced) free simplicial group
generated by S which is exactly Milnor’s F (K)-construction [10].
(3) In the case of a discrete group G, the FG(S) construction here is a special case of
Carlsson’s construction [4].
Example 4.11. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let S be a pointed simplicial set with
a right pointed M-action. The simplicial monoid C`
M
(S) is defined by
C`
M
(S)"F`(S]M)/+
where F` (X) is the reduced free simplicial monoid generated by a pointed simplicial set, i.e.
Milnor’s F -`construction, and where the product equivalent relation+is generated by
requiring the relations
[x, g] [xg, h]+[x, gh]
for x3S and g, h3M. The associated fibrewise simplicial monoid C`
M
(S) for C`
M
(S) is
given by
C`
M
(S)"MC`
M
(p~1(a)), (1)
x0
Da3S
n
/M
n
!Mp (x
0
)NN
where p :SPS/M is the quotient map and x
0
is the base point. If G is a simplicial group,
then the simplicial group C
G
(S) is defined to be the group completion of the simplicial
monoid C`
G
(S).
The Carlsson theorem is as follows.
THEOREM 4.12 (Carlsson [4, Theorem 9]). ‚et G be a simplicial group and let S be
a pointed simplicial G-set. „hen the classifying space BC
G
(S) is homotopy equivalent to the
homotopy cofibre of the map SP(EG]
G
S)/(EG]
G
x
0
), where x
0
is the base point.
We should point out that the group completion ”M of a simplicial monoid M, i.e.
”(M)
n
"”(M
n
), is not a homotopy group completion )BM of M in general even if M is
a connected simplicial monoid.
Example 4.13. Let M be a discrete monoid such that BMKS2. By a result of
Fiedorowicz [6], any connected CW-complex has a homotopy type of the classifying space
of a discrete monoid. Notice that n
1
(BM)"0. The group completion ”M"M1N. Now, for
any n’0, FM (Sn)K)Sn`2. But ”FM(Sn):FU(M) (Sn)"M1N for each n.
For any fibrewise simplicial monoid A, there is a simplicial set AM defined by
AM
n
"²
x|Sn
Ax, the disjoint union, together with a simplicial surjection pA :AM PS, gxPx
for g
x
3A
x
. The simplicial setAM has the property that the face and degeneracy functions, in
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AM , restricted to each fibre p~1A (x) are homomorphisms. Conversely, given a simplicial
surjection f : XPS such that each fibre f ~1 (x) is a monoid and the face and degeneracy
functions, in X, restricted to each fibre are homomorphisms of monoids. Then the diagram
A"MF~1 (x) Dx3S
n
N
n*0
is a fibrewise simplicial monoid such that AM "X. This gives
a geometric description.
PROPOSITION 4.14 (James [8]). ‚etA be a fibrewise simplicial monoid.„hen the geometric
realization DpA D : DA DPDS D is a fibrewise topological monoid under the weak topology.
Proof. It is easy to check that A is a fibrewise simplicial monoid if and only if the
simplicial surjection pA :AM PS has a fibrewise multiplication, i.e. there exists a com-
mutative diagram of simplicial sets
AM *AM m&" AM
BpA*pA BpA
*(S)
:&" S
where * (S) is the diagonal subsimplicial set of S]S and AM *AM "(pA]pA)~1 (* (S))-
AM ]AM , such that the fibrewise multiplication m :AM *AM PAM is fibrewise associative with
a fibrewise unit element. The assertion follows by applying the geometric realization [11].
Remark 4.15. (a) Any nontrivial principal G-bundle is not a fibrewise simplicial monoid
since any fibrewise simplicial monoid has a cross-section. (b) The construct FM (X) is the
tensor product X?M.
5. THE WORD LENGTH FILTRATION OF FM(X)
In this section, we study some natural filtrations in the constructions F (A) and FM(X).
Definition 5.1. Let A be a fibrewise simplicial monoid. The word length filtration
MF
r
(A)Nr*0 on the simplicial monoid F (A) is defined by
F
r
(A)
n
"Gu3F(A)n"
*
²
x|Sn
A
x
Dl(u) rH
where l (u) is the length of the reduced word u in the free product ²*
x|Sn
A
x
. The family of
subsimplicial sets, MF
r
(A)N
r*0
, gives a mutiplicative filtration of the simplicial monoid
F(A) starting with F
0
(A)"* and F1(A)"A/S, where pA :AM PS is the associated
simplicial surjection of A and S is identified with its zero section.
PROPOSITION 5.2. ‚etA be a fibrewise simplicial monoid with pA :AM PS. „hen there is an
isomorphism of simplicial sets
F
r
(A)/F
r~1
(A):(AM /S)(r)/D
r
where X(r) is the r-fold self-smash product of X and where the subsimplicial set D
r
of (AM /S)(r) is
given by D
1
"* and
D
r
"Ma
1
?2?a
r
3(AM /S)(r) D the indices pA(ai)"pA (ai`1) for some iN
for r’1.
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Proof. Consider the projection map u :AM rPF
r
(A) defined by u (a
1
,2 , ar)"a12ar
for (a
1
,2 , ar)3AM r"AM ]2]AM . Then the map u satisfies the property:
u (a
1
,2 , ar)3Fr~1(A)
if a
i
"1 for some i or pA(ai)"pA(ai`1) for some i. Thus there exists a simplicial map
uN : (AM /S)(r)/D
r
PF
r
(A)/F
r~1
(A) such that the diagram
AM r
u&" F
r
(A)
B B
(AM /S)(r)/D
r
u&"F
r
(A)/F
r~1
(A)
commutes. By the Reduce Word Theorem (Theorem 2.2), the map
uN : (AM /S)(r)/D
r
PF
r
(A)/F
r~1
(A)
is an isomorphism, which is the assertion.
COROLLARY 5.3. ‚et X be a pointed simplicial set and let M be a simplicial monoid. ‚et
MFM
r
(X)N
r*0
be the word length filtration of FM(X). „hen there is an isomorphism of simplicial
sets
FM
r
(X)/FM
r~1
(X):M (r)?(X(r)/*1
r
)
where *1
1
"* and *1 r"Mx1?2?xr3X(r) Dxi"xi`1 for some iN for r’1.
Proof. Let AM "(M]X)/(M]* ) with the second coordinate projection p :AM PX.
Then F(A)"FM(X). It is easy to check that
(AM /X)(r)/D
r
:M(r)?(X(r)/*1
r
).
COROLLARY 5.4. ‚et F"R, C or H and let X be a pointed C…-complex. „hen there
exists a simplicial group FG(S
*
(X)) such that DFG(S
*
(X)) D is homotopy equivalent to
)(FP=?X) together with a multiplicative filtration MFG
r
(S
*
(X))N
r*0
such that
MFG
0
(S
*
(X))"M1N and
DFG
r
(S
*
(X))/FG
r~1
(S
*
(X)) DK&drX(r)/*1
r
,
where d"dimR F!1.
By applying the word length filtration, we have
THEOREM 5.5. ‚et X be a pointed space and let ‰ be a path connected pointed space.„hen,
for any homology theory H
*
, there exists a spectral sequence MEn
**
(‰, X)N
n*1
which has the
following properties:
(1) MEn
**
(‰, X)N
n*1
is natural in both X and ‰.
(2) MEn
**
(‰, X)N
n*1
is convergent to H
*
)(‰?X ).
(3) E1
p,q
(‰, X)"0 for p(0, E1
0,*
(‰, X)"H
*
(pt), and E1
p,q
(‰, X):HM
q
(()‰)(p)?
(X(p)/*1
p
)) for p’0.
(4) If H
*
is the ordinary homology theory with coefficients in a ring, then
MEn
**
(‰, X)N
n*1
is a Hopf algebra spectral sequence.
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(5) „he homomorphism E1
1,*
(‰, X):HM
*
()‰?X)PE=
1,*
(‰, X) is induced, up to
isomorphism, by the adjoint map of the map p?X :&)‰?XP‰?X, where
p : &)‰PX is the suspension map.
Proof. We may assume that X is a pointed simplicial set and ‰ is a reduced pointed
simplicial set. Let the simplicial group G"G(‰), the Kan G-construction of ‰. Then
FG(X)K)(‰?X). The assertions (1)—(4) follow directly from the word length filtration of
FG(X). Consider the commutative diagram
where
a((1, g
n~1
), x
n
)"(1, (g
n~1
, d
0
(x
n
)))
for g
n~1
3G
n~1
and x
n
3X
n
,
h (g, x)"xg, the element g in G with index x
for g3G and x3X
p (1, g
n~1
)"(g
n~1
, 1,2 , 1)
for g
n~1
3G
n~1
or FG(X)
n~1
,
b((g
n~1
,2 , g0), xn)"((d0xn)gn~1, (d20xn)gn~2,2 , (dn0xn)g0)
for g
i
3G
i
and x
n
3X
n
,
b* ((a
n~1
,2 , a0), xn)"(x
a
n~1
n
, xan~2
n
xa0
n
)
for a
j
3G
n
and x
n
3X
n
, and s was given in Proposition 3.1. Notice that the map s is
a homotopy equivalence by Proposition 3.1 and the map b* is a homotopy equivalence by
Theorem 4.7. By Proposition 3.2, the natural map p is the suspension. Thus the inclusion
map FG
1
(X)PFG(X) is the adjoint of the map p?id : &)‰?XP‰?X, up to
homotopy. The assertion follows.
The following proposition gives the space X(r)/*1
r
inductively by using cofibre sequences.
PROPOSITION 5.6. „he spaces X(r)/*1
r
are built inductively as follows:
X (1)/*1
1
:X
and X(r`1)/*1
r`1
is the cofibre of the map
f
r
: X(r)/*1
r
P(X(r)/*1
r
)?X
where f
r
(x
1
,2 ,xr)"(x1 ,2 ,xr~1 , xr , xr), the diagonal map on the last coordinate.
Proof. The quotient map (X(r)/*1
r
)?XPX(r`1)/*1
r`1
induces a map
((X(r)/*1
r
)?X)/ f
r
(X(r)/*1
r
)PX(r`1)/*1
r`1
.
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Now the resulting map is an isomorphism of simplicial sets. The assertion follows.
PROPOSITION 5.7. Suppose that the space X"&‰, the suspension of a space ‰. „hen the
maps
f
r
:X(r)/*1
r
PX(r)/*1
r
?X
are null for each r.
Proof. Notice that X"&‰"S1?‰. Define a map
u :S1?‰?IP(S1?‰ )?(S1?‰ )
by setting
u(s, y, t)"((s, y), ((1!t)s, y))
for 0)s)1, and y3‰. Now define a map
u
r
: (X(r)/*1
r
)?IP(X(r)/*1
r
)?X
by setting
u
r
(x
1
, x
2
,2 ,xr~1, xr , t)"(x1 , x2 ,2 , xr~1 , u (xr , t))
for 0)t)1 and x
j
3X. Notice that u (x, 0)"(x, x). The map u
r
: (X(r)/*1
r
)?IP
(X(r)/*1
r
)?X is an extension of the map f
r
: X(r)/*1
r
P(X(r)/*1
r
)?X. The assertion follows.
We will show that the spectral sequence induced by the word length filtration of FM(X)
collapses at E1-terms if the simplicial monoid M is homotopy equivalent to K(Z/2, 0), S1
or S3.
THEOREM 5.8. ‚et F"R, C or H and let X be a pointed space. Suppose that H
*
is
a multiplicative homology theory such that (1) both HM
*
(FP=) and HM
*
(FP=
2
) are free H
*
(pt)-
modules, where FP=
2
"FP=/FP1; and (2) the inclusion of the bottom cell SdPFP= induces
a monomorphism in homology. „hen there is a multiplicative filtration
MF
r
H
*
) (FP=?X )N
r*0
of H
*
)(FP=?X) such that F
0
H
*
)(FP=?X )"H
*
(pt) and
F
r
H
*
) (FP=?X )/F
r~1
H
*
)(FP=?X):&(d~1)rHM
*
(X(r)/*1
r
)
where d"dimR F. Furthermore, this filtration is natural in X.
The proof of the theorem will be given in Section 7.
The examples of the homology theory satisfying the conditions (1) and (2) in the theorem
can be found in any standard text book.
6. NATURAL EXTENSION MAPS IN THE WORD LENGTH FILTRATION OF FM(X )
In this section, we construct certain natural maps by using FM-construction. These maps
are similar to James—Hopf maps. But they are not the extension of the James—Hopf maps.
A direct application of these maps is to give a proof of Theorem 5.8. The notation xg in this
section means an element g in a monoid (group) with an index x. This new notation helps us
to make some calculations in this section.
Let M and N be simplicial monoids and let X and ‰ be pointed simplicial sets. We
define a composition product
@ :FM(X)]FN(‰)PFN ° FM(X?‰)"FN(FM(X?‰))
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by setting
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)@ (yh1
1
2 yht
t
)
"[(x
1
?y
1
)g12 (x
s
?y
1
)gs]h1 ) [(x
1
?y
2
)g12 (x
s
?y
2
)gs]h2 ) [(x
1
?y
t
)g12 (x
s
?y
t
)gt]ht
for words (xg1
1
2xgs
s
)3FM(X)
n
and (yh1
1
2 yht
t
)3FN(‰)
n
. It is routine work to check the
following statements.
(1) The functions @ : FM(X)
n
]FN(‰)
n
PFN ° FM(X?‰ )n are well defined by Proposi-
tion 2.2.
(2) The functions @ :FM(X)
n
]FN(‰)
n
PFN ° FM (X?‰)n induce a simplicial map
@ :FM(X)]FN(‰)PFN ° FM(X?‰).
Notice the composition product @ : FM (X)]FN(‰)PFN ° FM (X?‰) induces a (re-
duced) composition product @ :FM(X)?FN(‰)PFN ° FM (X?‰).
Now let M be a simplicial monoid and let X and ‰ be pointed simplicial sets. The
composition product
@ :FM(X)]‰PFM(X?‰)
is defined by setting
(xg1
1
2xgs
g
) @ y"(x
1
?y)g12 (x
s
?y)gs
for word (xg1
1
2xgs
s
)3FM (X) and y3‰. Notice that the composition product
@ : FM(X)]‰PFM(X?‰) induces a (reduced) composition product @ :FM(X)?‰P
FM(X?‰). Inductively, we define the composition product
@ : (FM)n(X)?‰P(FM)n (X?‰ )
to be the composite
(FM)n(X)?‰"FM((FM)n~1(X))?‰
@&"FM ((FM)n~1(X)?‰)
FM(@)&&" FM((FM)n~1(X?‰))"(FM)n(X?‰)
where (FM)n"FM2FM.
Definition 6.1. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The
composition product
@ : (FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)]FM(X)P(FM)n`1(X(n`1)/*1
n`1
)
for n*1, is defined to be the composite
(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)]FM(X)
@&&" FM((FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)?X)
FM(@)&&" FM((FM)n((X(n)/*M
n
)?X))"(FM)n`1((X (n)/*1
n
)?X)
(FM)n`1(p)&&" (FM)n`1(Xn`1/*1
n`1
)
where X (n) is the n-fold self-smash product of X, where *1
1
"* and *1 n"
Mx
1
?2?x
n
)3X(n) Dx
i
"x
i`1
for some iN, and where p : (X (n)/*1
n
)?XPX(n`1)/*1
n`1
is
the pinch map.
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Definition 6.2. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The
simplicial maps h
n
:FM (X)P(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
) are defined inductively as follows. The map
h
1
:FM(X)PFM(X/*1
1
)"FM (X) is the identity map and the map
h
n
: FM(X)P(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)
is defined by the equations:
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)"G
1 s(n
(2 (x
1
?2?x
n
)g1)g2)2 )gn s"n
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
) @x
s
]gs s’n
for each word xg1
1
2xgs
s
3FM(X).
Example 6.3. The map h
2
: FM(X)PFM )FM(X (2)/*1
2
) is given by
h
2
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)"[(x
1
?x
2
)g1]g2 ) [(x
1
?x
3
)g1 ) (x
2
?x
3
)g2]g3
2 [(x
1
?x
s
)g1 2x
s~1
?x
s
)gs~1]gs
for each word (xg1
1
2xgs
s
)3FM(X).
LEMMA 6.4. „he simplicial maps h
n
:FM(X)P(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
) are well defined.
Proof. The proof is given by induction on n. The identity map h
1
is already a simplicial
map. By checking the relations (1) and (2) in Notation 2.1, it is easy to show that the
functions h
2
:FM (X)
q
PFM ° FM(X(2)/*1 2)q preserve the relations (1) and (2) for each q*0.
Thus the functions h
2
: FM(X)
q
PFM ° FM(X (2)/*1 2)q are well-defined. By the naturality,
these functions preserve the simplicial structure and therefore the simplicial map
h
2
:FM(X)PFM ° FM(X (2)/*1 2) is well-defined. Now suppose that hk : FM (X)P
(FM)k(X (k)/*1
k
) is well-defined for k(n with n’2. Consider h
n
: FM(X)P(FM)n(X (n)/*1
n
). By
the naturality, it suffices to show that
h
n
:FM (X)
q
P(FM)n(X (n)/*1
n
)
q
preserves the relations (1) and (2) in Notation 2.1 for each q*0.
It is easy to check that the function h
n
preserves the relation (1). To show that the
function h
n
should preserve the relation (2). We start with a second induction on the length
s of the word (xg1
1
2xgs
s
)3FM(X)
q
. If s)n, it is obvious that the function h
n
preserves the
relation (2). Suppose that the function h
n
preserves the relation (2) for the words in FM (X)
q
with length s@(s and s’n. Let (xg1
1
2xgs
s
) be a word in FM(X)
q
such that x
i
"x
i`1
for
some i. If i)s!2, then
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
)@ x
s
]gs
"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgi~1
i~1
xgigi`1
i
xgi`2
i`2
2xgs
s
)
by induction.
If i"s!1, then
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~1
s~1
) @x
s
]gs
"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
]gs~1.
[[h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~2
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @ x
s~1
]gs~1]@x
s
]gs
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"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
]gs~1
) [[h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s
] ) [[h
n~2
(xg1
1
2 xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
]gs~1 @x
s
]]gs
"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
]gs~1
) [[h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s
] ) [[h
n~2
(xg1
1
2 xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
] @ x
s
]gs~1]gs
"h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s~1
]gs~1
) [[h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @x
s
] ) [[h
n~2
(xg1
1
2 xgs~2
s~2
) @ (x
s~1
?x
s
)] gs~1]gs .
Notice that x
s~1
"x
s
. We need the following lemma.
LEMMA 6.5. ‚et M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. ‚et
@ : (FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)?X (2)P(FM)n(X(n`2)/*1
n`2
) defined by the composite
(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)?X(2)
@&" (FM)n((X(n)/*1
n
)?X(2))
(FM)n(p)&&" (FM)n(X(n`2)/*1
n`2
)
where p : (X(n)/*1
n
)?X(2)PX(n`2)/*1
n`2
is the pinch map. „hen the element
a@ (x?x)"1
for any element a in (FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
) and x3X.
Proof of ‚emma 6.4 (continued). By Lemma 6.5, the element h
n~2
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
)@
(x
s~1
?x
s
)"1 in
(FM)n~2(X(n)/*1
n
)
and so [h
n~2
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @ (x
s~1
?x
s
)]gs~1"1 in (FM)n~1(X(n)/*1
n
). Thus
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs
s
)"h
n
(xg1
1
2 xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
)@x
s~1
]gs~1
"
x
s~1
"x
s
h
n
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) ) [h
n~1
(xg1
1
2xgs~2
s~2
) @ x
s~1
]gs~1gs
"h
n
(xg1
1
2 xgs~2
s~2
xgs~1gs
s~1
).
The second induction is finished and therefore the first induction is finished.
Proof of ‚emma 6.5. We consider a slight generalization. Let ‰ be a pointed simplicial
set and let the composition product
@
Y
: (FM)n(‰)?X(2)P(FM)n(‰?(X(2)/*1
2
))
be given by the composite
(FM)n(‰)?X (2)
@&" (FM)n(‰?X(2)) (FM)n(p)&&" (FM)n(‰?X(2)/*1
2
)
where p :‰?X(2)P(‰?X(2))/(‰?*1
2
) is the pinch map. If ‰"X(n)/*1
n
, then the com-
position product
@ : (FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)?X(2)P(FM)n(X(n`2)/*1
n`2
)
is the composite
(FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)?X (2)
@
Y&" (FM)n((X(n)/*1
n
)?(X(2)/*1
2
))
(FM)n (q)&&" (FM)n(X(n`2)/*1
n`2
)
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where q : (X(n)/*1
n
)?(X(2)/*1
2
)PX(n`2)/*1
n`2
is the pinch map. Thus it suffices to show that
a@
Y
(x?x)"1
for any a3(FM)n(‰) and x3X. The proof of this statement is given by induction on n.
Suppose that n"1. Let a"(yg1
1
2 ygs
s
) be a word in FM(‰). Then
a @
Y
(x?x)"(y
1
?x?x)g1 2 (y
s
?x?x)gs"1
since y
j
?x?x3‰?*1
2
for each j. Suppose that this statement holds for the case n!1
with n’1. Let
a"(ag1
1
2 ags
s
)
be a word in (FM)n(‰), where a
j
is an element in (FM)n~1(‰). Then
a@
Y
(x?x)"((a
1
@
Y
(x?x))g1 2 (a
s
@
Y
(x?x))gs)"1
since a@
Y
(x?x)"for each j. The induction is finished and so the assertion follows.
Now let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The simplicial
map h :M?XPFM(X) is defined by setting h (g?x)"xg.
LEMMA 6.6. „he simplicial map h : M?XPFM(X) is the adjoint map of the simplicial
map p
M
?X :&M?XPBM?XKBFM(X) up to homotopy, where the map p
M
:&MPBM
is the suspension defined in Section 3.
Proof. The assertion follows from the commutative diagram
where a((1, g
n~1
)?x
n
)"(1, (g
n~1
?d
0
x
n
)) for g
n~1
3M
n~1
and x
n
3X
n
and
b (g
n~1
,2 , g0)?xn)"((d0xn)gn~1, (d20xn)gn~2,2 , (dn0xn)g0)
for g
i
3M
i
and x
n
3X
n
. The simplicial map b :BM?XPBFM(X) is a homotopy equiva-
lence by the proof of Theorem 5.5.
Notations 6.7. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The
simplicial maps h
n
:M(n)?XP(FM)n(X) are defined by setting
h
n
(g
s
?g
s~1
?2?g
1
?x)"(2(((x)g1)g2)2 )gn
for g
j
3M and x3X. The simplicial map j(M) : MPG(BM) is defined by
j(g
n~1
)"(g
n~1
, 1,2 , 1) for gn~13M, where G (X) is the Kan G-construction of a reduced
simplicial set X. It is easy to show that the simplicial map j (M) :MPG (BM) is the adjoint
of the suspension p : &MPBMKBH(BM) up to homotopy. Let X be a reduced simplicial
set and let ‰ be a pointed simplicial set. The simplicial map t :‰?G(X)PG(‰?X) is
defined to be the adjoint of &(‰?G(X))K‰?&G (X) ‰?p&" ‰?BG (X)K‰?X. The
simplicial map t
n
:‰?Gn(X)PGn(‰?X) is defined inductively to be the composite
‰?Gn (X)"‰?G(Gn~1(X)) t&" G(‰?Gn~1(X)) G(tn~1)&&" Gn(‰?X).
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Definition 6.8. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The
simplicial maps
t
n
: (FM)n(X)PGn ((BM)(n)?X )
are defined inductively as follows: The map t
1
: FM(X)PG(BM?X) is defined to be the
composite
FM(X)
j(FM (X))&&&" G(BFM(X)) G (b)~1&&" G(BM?X)
where the map G(b)~1 is a homotopy inverse of the simplicial map G (b) :
G(BM?X) KPG(BFM(X)) and where the simplicial map b :BM?XPBFM(X) is defined
in the proof of Lemma 6.6. Now the map t
n
: (FM)n(X)PGn((BM)(n)?X) is defined to be
the composite
(FM)n(X)"FM((FM)n~1(X))
FM(t
n~1
)&&" FM(Gn~1((BM)(n~1)?X))
t
1&" G(BM?Gn~1((BM)(n~1)?X)) G (tn~1)&&" Gn((BM)(n)?X).
LEMMA 6.9. „he composite
M(n)?X
hn&" (FM)n(X) tn&" Gn ((BM)(n)?X)
is the adjoint up to homotopy of the simplicial map
&nM(n)?XK(&M)(n)?X
p(n)?X&&" (BM)(n)?X
for n*1.
Proof. The proof is given by induction on n. If n"1, the assertion follows from the
commutative diagram
For the general case the assertion follows by induction and from the following
homotopy commutative diagram:
where we have set ‰
n~1
"(BM)(n~1)?X and ‰
n
"(BM)n?X.
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Definition 6.10. Let M be a simplicial monoid and let X be a pointed simplicial set. The
map
H
n
:FM(X)PGn ((BM)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
))
is defined to be the composite
FM (X) hn&" (FM)n(X(n)/*1
n
)
t
n&" Gn((BM)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)).
THEOREM 6.11. „he natural map H
n
: FM(X)PGn((BM)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)) is a homotopy
extension of the pinch map FM
n
(X)PFM
n
(X)/FM
n~1
(X), i.e. there is a homotopy commutative
diagram
for N*1, where MFM
n
(X)N
n*0
is the word length filtration of FM(X) and where the simplicial
map j1
n
:M(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)PGn ((BM)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)) is the adjoint up to homotopy of the
multiple suspension
&nM(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)K(&M)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)
p(n)?1&&" (BM)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
).
Proof. The assertion follows by the construction of H
n
and Lemma 6.9.
Remark 6.12. The Kan G-construction is actually the loop functor ) in the homotopy
category. For any pointed simplicial set X, the simplicial group G(X) is defined to be the
Kan G-construction on the base point connect component of X. Thus all of the simplicial
groups Gn(X)"G2G(X) are well defined for any pointed simplicial set X.
7. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 (THEOREM 5.8)
Now we are ready to give a proof of Theorem 1.1. We need two lemmas.
LEMMA 7.1. ‚et F"R, C or H and let H
*
be a multiplicative homology theory such that
(1) both HM
*
(FP=) and HM
*
(FP=
2
) are free H
*
(pt)-modules; and (2) the inclusion of the bottom
cell j :SdPFP= induces a monomorphism in the homology. „hen the homomorphism
( j (n)?X)
*
: HM
*
(Sdn?X)PHM
*
((FP=)(n)?X)
is a monomorphism for each n and any space X.
Proof. The proof is given by induction on n. Suppose that n"1. Consider the short
exact sequence
0PHM
*
(Sd)PHM
*
FP=PHM
*
FP=
2
P0.
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Notice that the H
*
(pt)-modules HM
*
(Sd), HM
*
(FP=) and HM
*
(FP=
2
) are free modules. There is
a short exact sequence
0PHM
*
(Sd)?H
*
(pt) HM *(X)PHM *FP=?H* (pt) HM * (X)PHM * (FP=2 ) ?H*(pt) HM * (X)P0
and so there are isomorphisms HM
*
(Sd)?H
*
(pt) HM * (X)+HM *(Sd?X), HM * (FP=)?H* (pt)
HM
*
(X)+HM
*
(FP=?X) and HM
*
(FP=
2
) ?H
*
(pt) HM *(X)+HM * (FP=2 ?X). Thus ( j?id)* :
HM
*
(Sd?X)PHM
*
(FP=?X) is a monomorphism. The general case follows by induction
and from the following commutative diagram:
HM
*
(Sdn?X)
( j (n)?1)
*&&"HM
*
((FP=)(n)?X)
&d ( j (n~1)?1)
* B KK
HM
*
(Sd?(FP=)(n~1)?X)
( j?1)
*&&"HM
*
((FP=)(n)?X) .
Let X be a pointed simplicial set. We denote *1
1
"* and *1 n"M(x1?2?xn)3
X (n) Dx
i
"x
i`1
for some iN, a subsimplicial set of the n-fold self smash product of X.
LEMMA 7.2. ‚et G be a simplicial group, let X be a pointed simplicial set and let H
*
be
a homology theory. Suppose that
(p(n)?1)
*
: HM
*
((&G)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
))PHM
*
((BG)(n)?(X (n)/*1
n
))
is a monomorphism for each n*1, where p :&GPBG is the suspension. „hen the map
( j
n
)
*
:HM
*
(FG
n
(X))PHM
*
(FG (X))
is a monomorphism for each n*0, where j Dn : FG
n
(X)PFG(X) is the injection in the word
length filtration MFG
n
(X)N
n*0
of FG (X).
Proof. The proof is given by induction on n. The assertion holds for the case n"0,
where FG
n
(X)"*. Suppose that ( jq)* : HM * (FGq (X))PHM *(FG (X)) is a monomorphism for
q(n and consider ( j
q
)
*
: HM
*
(FG
n
(X))PHM
*
(FG (X)). Let a3Ker( j
n
)
*
. By Theorem 6.11,
there is a commutative diagram
where the map
p
n
: &nFG
n
(X)P&nFG
n
(X)/FG
n~1
(X):&n(G(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
))K(&G)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
)
is the pinch map. We already assumed that
(p(n)?1)
*
: HM
*
((&G)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
))PHM
*
((BG)(n)?(X(n)/*1
n
))
is a monomorphism. Thus (p
n
)
*
(&na)"0. By the cofibre sequence FG
n~1
(X)
j
n~1,n&"
FG
n
(X)PFG
n
(X)/FG
n~1
(X), there exists an element b3HM
*
(FG
n~1
(X)) such that j
n~1,n*
(b)"a.
Thus ( j
n~1
)
*
(b)"( j
n
)
*
) ( j
n~1,n
)
*
(b)"( j
n
)
*
(a)"0. By induction, b"0 and so a"0. The
assertion follows.
Proof of „heorem 5.8. Let G be a simplicial group such that GK)(FP=). The assertion
follows directly from Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2.
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8. SIMPLICIAL GROUP RINGS F
p
(FZ/pn(X))
Let F
p
be the field with p elements, where p is a prime, and let X be a simplicial set. It is
well known that H
*
(X; F
p
):n
*
(F
p
(X)), where F
p
(X) is the free simplicial F
p
-module gener-
ated by X. In this section, we give a description of the simplicial group ring F
p
(FZ@pn(X)).
Definition 8.1. Let X be a pointed set. The algebra Apn(X) is defined to be the quotient
algebra of the tensor algebra „ (F
p
(X)) modulo the two-sided ideal generated by the base
point * and the elements x
pn for x3X. If X is a pointed simplicial set. Then Apn(X) is
a simplicial (graded) algebra. If p"2, the algebra A2(X) is a non-commutative version of
exterior algebras for a pointed set X.
Remark 8.2. If p"2, the algebra A2(X) is a non-commutative version of exterior
algebras for a pointed set X. The algebra Apn(X) depends on the comultiplication on F
p
(X).
Thus Apn is not a functor on the F
p
-module F
p
(X). But it is a functor on the F
p
-coalgebra
F
p
(X). Notice that Apn(X) is a simplicial graded algebra for any pointed simplicial set X.
Thus there is a natural decomposition of n
*
(Apn(X)) for any pointed simplicial set X.
PROPOSITION 8.3. ‚et X be a pointed simplicial set. „hen there is an isomorphism of
simplicial algebras
Apn(X)
:&" F
p
(FZ/pn(X)).
Proof. Notice that the simplicial group FZ/pn (X) is the quotient simplicial group of F(X)
modulo the normal subsimplicial group generated by xpn for x3X. Consider the simplicial
map given by i :XPF
p
(FZ/pn (X)), i (x)"x!1 for x3X. Let ı8 :„ (F
p
(X))PF
p
(FZ/p (X)) be the
simplicial homomorphism of simplicial algebras which is the (unique) extension of i. Notice
that we have the following equations:
(1) ıJ (xpn )"(x!1)pn"xpn!1"0 for x3X and
(2) ıJ ( * )"*!1"0.
Thus there is a (unique) simplicial homomorphism
/ : Apn(X)PF
p
(FZ/pn(X))
of simplicial algebras which is the (unique) extension of i. Conversely, consider the simplicial
map given by j :XPApn(X), j(x)"x#1 for x3X. Similarly, there is a (unique) simplicial
homomorphism
t : F
p
(FZ/pn (X))PApn(X)
of simplicial algebras which is the (unique) extension of the map j. It is easy to check that
u °t"1F
p
(FZ/pn (X)) and u °t"1Apn (X) , which is the assertion.
COROLLARY 8.4. ‚et X be a pointed simplicial set. „hen there is an isomorphism of
algebras
n
*
(Apn(X)):H
*
() (K(Z/pn, 1)?X); F
p
).
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